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BetwNTe en
With

Two Extreines

science supporting an ever expanding military technology,

nmany p ceople in this country are wondering to what extent American
scientist ts should assume responsibility for the uses to which the
governn nent puts their discoveries and talents. It has always been
possible of course, to speak of pure research, just as it has always
the pure act of sitting down
been p )ssible, we suppose, to speak of
to a m ieal and consunming it with impeccable table manners. But
any pieece of behavior can acquire moral properties, given the
appropr -iate circumstances-even sitting dowsn to eat a hamburger,
as recernt developments in the South have shown.
One view of the scientist's responsibility for the social consequences
of scierntific truths is that this responsibility ends with the scientist's wi
illingness to do wxork directly or indirectly for the governwork on weapons. According to this view, being a
including
good sc
cientist no more gives one special privileges in determlining
nationa]I policy than being a good information clerk at an airport
entitles one to select destinations for travelers. The area of special
competcence of scientists lies in the discovery of technical facts;
decisior is of public policy rest with elected or appointed public officials.
An o
ipposite opinion concerning the obligations of scientists holds
that sci entists should consider the possible consequences of any piece
of rese; arch before it is
begun, and if the research is judged nmore
a threa A to the
country, or hunmanity at large, than a benefit, they
should refuse their services. A man cannot delegate to a superior the
for the moral consequences of his acts, the second
respons.
viewpcl ,ibility
[aims. To be sure, to predict future applications of new discoveriess calls more for the talents of a prophet than for those of a
scientistt. No one now knows to what uses, or abuses, the fall of
parityiin physics may some day prove amenable. But sonmewhere
along t the line, basic research becomes applied research, and forecasts a].bout the uses of discoveries become sonmething more than
anybod)ty's guess.
Betwzeen the two opposing positions lies a third position which
hold t that at least some scientists, although they fear the dangers
posed bby a further increase in military power, have the duty to work
on projjects that the government deems necessary, but that scientists
Ph
also ha ye the duty to state their opinions on matters lying outside
science. If this is the age of specialization, so this argument runs,
it is al Iso the age of specialists working together on teams. Public
should have the final word, but any attenmpt to understand the
full ranige of consequences-military, political, economic, and nmoral
-of ntew advances in research, requires the views of the men who
underst -and those advances best.
It is this third position that expresses our own convictions, and
that set ems to express the convictions of most of the persons in this
countryy who are presently concerned with these problems-although,
admitte'dly, agreenment on general principles does not necessarily imply
m
lent on particular cases. The first position errs because, pushed
conclusion, it turns the citizen's obligations to the state into
despoti: nsm; while the second position errs because, if pushed, it turns
the mo ral integrity of the individual into anarchy. The third position
seeks tI he mean between the scientist's assuming too little responsibility
for the consequences of his research and his assuming too much
to

i

responssibility.-J.T.

